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Abstract
The dissertation aims to address a number of important

systems-related problems associated with smart camera net-
works, consisting of autonomous and cooperative camera
nodes, to enable capturing most useful physical phenom-
ena and managing the captured data efficiently. Specifically,
a smart camera network should autonomously configure it-
self in order to maximize the total useful information it cap-
tures. Next, the captured information should be managed ef-
ficiently, either by delivering it to the end users or by archiv-
ing it within the network for later retrieval. In this work,
we focus on a subset of the systems-related challenges that
should be addressed to achieve these goals.

1 Introduction
Recent technological developments in processing and

imaging have created an opportunity for the development
of smart camera nodes that can operate autonomously and
collaboratively to meet an application’s requirements. Cam-
eras are increasingly being used at places where there is a
need for visual monitoring, but a lack of enough human re-
sources. Smart camera networks have a wide range of ap-
plications in areas such as security monitoring and surveil-
lance, habitat monitoring, traffic management, health care
and telemedicine. The self-configuring nature of camera
nodes coupled with wireless connectivity enable them to
easily become a part of the existing fixed infrastructure of
surveillance cameras, or achieve ad hoc surveillance in sit-
uations where infrastructure is unavailable or expensive, or
quick deployment is desired.

Existing camera-based surveillance systems use fixed
communication infrastructure, where high-end CCTV cam-
eras are connected with a central controlling location using
wires [4]. Fixed and costly infrastructure of such systems
and the need for a human-in-the-loop limits their usability
for many applications that need low-cost, short-term surveil-
lance or use mobile cameras.

The goal of this work is to identify and address a sub-
set of the systems-related challenges associated with advanc-
ing the state of the traditional surveillance systems into au-
tonomously configurable, scalable, easily deployable, and
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cost and energy efficient smart camera networks. Specifi-
cally, a smart camera network should autonomously config-
ure itself in order to maximize the total useful information
it captures. This leads to camera coverage specific chal-
lenges. Next, the captured information should be managed
efficiently, either by delivering it to the end user or by archiv-
ing it within the network for query-based later retrieval. This
leads to networking, data storage and retrieval related chal-
lenges. These are important systems-related challenges that
are a part of the most of the smart camera network deploy-
ments, and this dissertation attempts to advance the current
state of camera networks by addressing a subset of these
challenges.

As a first step to address these challenges, we construct a
design space for camera network applications in order to un-
derstand requirements of different applications and the solu-
tion alternatives that are necessary to address them. The ap-
proach that we used to construct the design space is briefly
discussed in Section 2.

Among the coverage related problems, we focus on three
types of coverage goals. The first goal focuses on continu-
ously tracking maximum number of targets of interest. How-
ever, since not all applications are interested tracking targets
continuously, and may demand covering each target for at
least a certain duration of time, the second goal focuses on
developing an appropriate schedule for cameras. The last
coverage-specific goal focuses on ensuring that not a single
target passing through a given region remains undetected.
This type of coverage is known as a barrier coverage, and
it is useful for monitoring country borders or sensitive ar-
eas. Coverage problems and their solution approaches are
discussed in Section 3.

The data management related challenges can be split into
networking-related challenges and storage/indexing related
challenges. For both types of challenges, we attempt to ex-
ploit the inter-linking between them and the camera coverage
policies. From the networking related challenges, we focus
on developing application-driven network management ap-
proach to jointly adapt the networking and coverage proto-
cols to ensure application-specific data accuracy for the end-
users. Furthermore, from the coordination perspective, we
focus on providing efficient and reliable communication of
control data among cameras to meet their coverage-specific
needs. Section 4 discusses networking related approaches.
From the data management specific challenges, we focus



on achieving efficient, distributed garbage collection of the
stored visual information. Section 5 presents the distributed
garbage collection problem and its solution approach. Fi-
nally, Section 6 presents concluding remarks and directions
for future research.

2 Design Space for Smart Camera Networks
Designing a smart camera network based on the users’

requirements is a complex task due to the large variety of
parameters (in terms of resources, protocols, architectures,
etc.) that need to be tuned appropriately. We begin by identi-
fying the common tasks that need to be performed by ma-
jority of the camera networks. The required accuracy of
these tasks is mainly influenced by the application’s require-
ments. Thus, we extract general application requirements
into a problem space. Specifically, we classify the problem
space based on four dimensions: where and how to deploy
the network?, what to monitor?, how to monitor?, how to
handle captured data?. Furthermore, we also consider com-
mon requirements related to cost and power budget, and pri-
vacy and security concerns, which potentially affect the so-
lution space for all of the above problems. Each requirement
can be addressed by a spectrum of alternatives, which we de-
note as a parameter-space. For instance, the deployment size
could range from small-scale to large-scale, the architecture
could range from flat to centralized, etc. The solution-space
essentially focuses on providing insights about appropriate
tuning of parameters and selection of algorithms to address
the requirements for different scenarios.

3 Coverage
In this section, we present solution approaches for the

three types of coverage problems: tracking-based, time-
based, and barrier coverage.

3.1 Tracking-based Coverage
The goal of tracking-based coverage is to ensure that max-

imum useful targets are being tracked at any given time.
Such type of coverage is important for tracking suspicious
people in homeland security application, or tracking mis-
chievous kids in a kindergarten monitoring application. Ex-
isting approaches propose heuristics for providing maximum
coverage for static targets [2, 3], or focus on enabling multi-
object tracking, without consideration for utility maximiza-
tion [6, 14].

Coverage for static targets: We first focus on the basic
instance of the problem, where we assume that static tar-
gets are present in a cameras deployment region having no
obstacles. Furthermore, cameras are assumed to take dis-
crete pans. We first formulate the problem as an Integer Lin-
ear Programming Problem. Since the optimization problem
is NP-hard, we present a polynomial-time solvable heuris-
tic, centralized force-directed approach (CFA), that provides
very close to optimal solution. Essentially, the key idea in
CFA is to iteratively select most beneficial camera-pan pairs,
till each camera is assigned a pan. However, as the scale
of the network grows, the centralized solutions cease to be
useful. To address these problems, we propose to use hierar-
chical mechanism for coverage maximization in large-scale
networks. The intuition is to spatially decompose cameras

within the network into small-sized partitions by exploit-
ing the separation among cameras due to their geographical
placement or presence of obstacles. The details of the pro-
posed approaches are given in our paper [11].

We present simulation-based performance evaluation of
the proposed coverage policies (including existing ap-
proaches: Centralized Greedy Approach (CGA) and Dis-
tributed Greedy Approach (DGA) [2]). Each camera is set
with a pre-defined maximum and minimum lengths of the
FoV, 100 meters, and 0 meters, and FoV angle to be 45◦.
The camera can choose from 8 discrete pan values as its ori-
entation. For the hierarchical approach, the maximum al-
lowed cluster size is set to be 10. Each experiment was run
for 500 seconds. Coverage gain is represented using percent
coverage, which is a ratio of the total targets covered to the
total potentially-coverable targets. Overhead of the policy is
measured in terms of worst-case end-to-end response time.
Cameras and targets are deployed randomly on a terrain of
dimensions 1000x1000 meters.

As it can be observed from Figure 1 and Figure 2, the
CFA not only outperforms the other heuristics, but also gives
extremely close to optimal results. Moreover, the hierarchi-
cal policy also tracks the optimal very closely even when the
terrain is densely populated with targets. As noted from the
overhead graph in Figure 3, the overhead of centralized poli-
cies increases drastically as the number of cameras increases,
while the increase in overhead for the distributed and semi-
centralized approaches is minimal. Also, the Hierarchical
approach outperforms DGA, even for networks with larger
scale, since the DGA is inherently iterative in its approach.

Extension for mobile targets: In order to provide solu-
tion for mobile targets, we ask two basic questions: How to
compute camera configurations? and When to perform the
former? The first question can be addressed by using a cen-
tralized (by asking a central node to compute optimal solu-
tion), collaborative (by enabling cameras to collaborate with
their neighbors), or local (essentially greedy) approach.

To answer the second question, we propose two ap-
proaches that work by frequently reporting the current state,
which includes the current targets’ locations and camera con-
figuration parameters, to a central node and obtaining op-
timal camera configurations. Specifically, in the first ap-
proach, cameras periodically (after fixed interval) report the
state information, while in the second approach, the central
node decides when to compute the optimal solution, based
on the measure of acceptable loss of coverage for the under-
lying application.

Further extensions: We plan to include the notion of
penalty, as a cost required to configure cameras, and eval-
uate the proposed coverage policies on a small testbed of
cameras, to verify their correctness. In addition, we plan
to extend the formulation to consider all PTZ parameters as
well as presence of obstacles.
3.2 Time-based coverage

For some application scenarios, it may not be required to
track targets continuously; it is sufficient to cover targets in-
termittently. For instance, it is sufficient to track each animal
for a small duration in an animal tracking application [7].
The goal for such applications is to cover possibly all targets
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Figure 1. Study of varying number of
targets. Number of cameras: 50.
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Figure 2. Study of varying number of
cameras. Number of targets: 100.
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Figure 3. Study of overhead for
varying number of cameras. Num-
ber of targets: 100.

in the cameras deployment region, at least for a certain dura-
tion, such that the cameras collectively maximize the moni-
toring duration of maximum number of targets.

We plan to formulate the camera scheduling problem as
an optimization problem. Further, we plan to decompose
the optimization problem in to multiple sub-problems, which
can be solved individually based on certain parameters ob-
tained from the master problem. Existing approaches also
formulate the problem as an optimization problem, and pro-
pose heuristics to solve it [8,9,15], however we plan to work
on improving the overall coverage gain by proposing a dis-
tributed solution that converges to optimal.
3.3 Barrier coverage

The goal of a barrier coverage problem is to ensure cam-
eras placement and configuration such that there is no un-
detected breach possible through the given area. The ex-
isting works mainly focus on providing barrier coverage by
selecting a subset of pre-deployed cameras (or directional
sensors) [1,10], and do not focus on the cameras’ placement.

We plan to use a GIS-based data structure to obtain a rep-
resentation of an irregular terrain that can be used to dis-
cretize the space, and carry out visibility analysis from dis-
crete points in order to select smallest number of discrete
points where cameras can be placed.
4 Networking-related Challenges

In this section, we discuss about application-driven net-
work management for data delivery and camera coordination
related problems.
4.1 Application-driven network management

Due to the potentially large amount of data generated
within the network, it is critical to manage the network to sat-
isfy application-specific needs in terms of perceived quality
and jitter. Specifically, data captured by each camera can be
of varying interest to the application, and thus its delivery can
be prioritized by adapting the video quality (e.g. by adjusting
data rate) and resource allocation. We consider a class of ap-
plications where video streams from multiple cameras need
to be delivered together to the end user(s). For instance, such
video streams can be combined or stitched together to create
a panoramic view or stored at external storage location(s).
Video stream aggregation near the cameras is vital for such
applications in order to reduce network burden by removing
spatial redundancies. Note that the temporal redundancies
will already be removed by using appropriate codec (e.g.

MPEG-4). Further, each camera may or may not capture
interesting information for the application. This can be ex-
ploited to assign different resolutions to different streams.
We propose to attain these goals by coupling the coverage
problem with the networking problem. Specifically, we plan
to create an optimization framework for application-specific
resource allocation that takes coverage specific information
(such as FoV configurations of cameras) to allocate network-
ing resources such as paths for data delivery and data rate.
Next, we plan to propose a distributed mechanism to achieve
application specific resource allocation.

4.2 Reliable group coordination
The need to improve the camera coordination perfor-

mance was motivated from the delay observed in the overall
response time for obtaining optimal camera configurations,
as shown in Figure 3. Here, the end-to-end delay is defined
as the difference of time when the first camera sent its request
to the base-station, and when the last camera received the op-
timal configuration from the base-station. Since, it involves
control data communication over wireless channel, we have
used TCP as a reliable transport-layer protocol. As it can be
observed, the delay for centralized approaches is very high,
especially for larger number of cameras. This is because the
overall response time is severely affected even if the data for
one camera is delayed from the base station, since the base
station backs off multiplicatively on packet losses, based on
the TCP’s congestion control mechanism.

Although, this problem was detected for the centralized
coverage maximization approach, it is prevalent in majority
of the centralized approaches [2, 5, 11, 16]. The approach
used in such scenarios involves communicating data from
all the nodes to a central place, computing optimal solution
centrally, and disseminating the optimal configurations back
to each node.

We identify two important design goals for coordination
in centralized approaches: (1)Reliability: it is important to
ensure that all the data is reliably communicated to and from
the central node; (2)Timeliness: smaller the response time,
smaller will be the loss of overall utility. Timeliness is espe-
cially important where the state may change over a period of
time. We plan to propose a hierarchical aggregation based
technique to address these problem. Moreover, to reduce
the response time further, we plan to identify and use the
only cameras that can contribute the most towards obtaining



a close-to-optimal solution.

5 Efficient Garbage Collection
When the data is stored within the network, the storage

space at camera nodes may get exhausted quickly due to the
large size of visual data. Thus, we focus on the problem:
How to achieve efficient storage reclamation in smart cam-
era networks?

Due to the limited number of allowed write operations
and block-erasable nature of flash memories, it is a challeng-
ing problem to ensure energy efficiency and wear-leveling
while supporting efficient garbage collection of video data.
Existing techniques focus on providing efficient garbage col-
lection on a single node [12, 13]. However, coverage over-
laps may lead to spatial redundancies or correlations across
cameras, which can be exploited for performing garbage col-
lection. In this work, we plan to propose a light-weight
distributed garbage collection policy by exploiting meta-
information from the underlying coverage policy.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Traditional multi-camera systems often require a human-

in-the-loop to control cameras and analyze the video streams,
which is a costly and unscalable approach. Instead, a cam-
era network should be able to autonomously adapt its cover-
age and data management protocols to meet the underlying
application’s needs. This dissertation focuses on advancing
the current state of the art by identifying and addressing im-
portant systems-related challenges associated with meeting
this goal. Specifically, from camera coverage perspective,
we focus on enabling cameras to autonomously configure
their PTZ parameters to maximize the total useful informa-
tion they capture. From the data management perspective,
we focus on addressing the networking and storage related
challenges, by exploiting their relationship with the underly-
ing coverage policy.

Beyond the focus of this dissertation, other important
systems-related problems need to be addressed to reach the
overall goal. For instance, this work primarily focuses on ad-
dressing challenges with static cameras deployment, which
can be used as a stepping stone to focus on scenarios where
a subset of cameras are mobile (mounted on robots or car-
ried by people), and address problems related to a variety of
application scenarios, including ubiquitous computing, inter-
active remote-spaces monitoring, etc.
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